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In This IssueThe Fab Four of Pluripotency
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The differentiation status of cells can be reversed towards a more embryonic state—for instance, by nuclear transfer or by
fusion with embryonic stem (ES) cells. There is currently much interest in discovering the mechanisms underlying this re-
versal. Here, Takahashi et al. show that pluripotent stem cells can be induced directly from mouse embryonic or adult
fibroblasts by introducing only four genes, including the known stemness genes Oct3/4 and Sox2, as well as c-Myc and
Klf4. The results represent an important step in understanding and controlling pluripotency.
Stem Cells Sense Stiffness
PAGE 677
Stem cells have the potential to differentiate into multiple cell types. Here, Engler et al.
demonstrate the influence of the surrounding extracellular matrix on stem cell lineage speci-
fication. Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) were placed in matrix gels with different levels of
‘‘stiffness’’ to mimic a tissue’s natural elasticity. Soft matrices that mimicked the stiffness of
brain-specified cells with neuronal-specific markers, stiffer matrices that mimicked muscle-
produced muscle cells, and comparatively rigid matrices induced bone cells. The authors
propose that the expression of nonmuscle myosins may allow MSCs to contract and respond
distinctively to the matrix stiffness. The results highlight the importance of the physical charac-
ter of the microenvironment and have implications for stem cell repair and tissue regeneration.
Parasitic Use of Fatty Acid Elongases
PAGE 691
All eukaryotic and prokaryotic organisms are thought to synthesize fatty acids de novo, using a type I or type II synthase. In
addition, eukaryotes extend pre-existing long-chain fatty acids using elongases (ELOs). Lee et al. now report that Trypano-
somes, human blood parasites that cause sleeping sickness, use ELOs exclusively to make all their fatty acids. The
researchers propose that the use of an alternative system for fatty acid synthesis provides the parasite with flexibility to
respond to different environments as it switches between its human host and tsetse fly vector.
Matchmaker for RNA Editing Becomes
Crystal Clear
PAGE 701
Kinetoplastid RNA editing occurs in mitochondria of the parasitic protozoan Trypano-
soma brucei. In this process, uridine nucleotides are inserted and/or deleted in mRNA
transcripts, thus generating start codons, correcting frameshifts, and causing other out-
comes. The RNA binding proteins MRP1/MRP2 form a complex that serves as
a ‘‘matchmaker’’ in RNA editing by binding to guide RNAs (gRNAs) and facilitating their
hybridization with cognate pre-edited mRNAs. To gain insight into the mechanism,
Schumacher et al. determined the structures of the MRP1/MRP2 and MRP1/MRP2-
gRNA complexes. The authors deduce that MRP1/MRP2 acts as a matchmaker
by stabilizing one of the normally structured stem/loops of the gRNA molecule in an
unfolded conformation, thus suitable for RNA-RNA hybridization.
How the EJC Gets a Grip
PAGE 713
A fundamental feature defining a spliced transcript in humans is the deposition of a multiprotein complex known as the
exon-junction complex (EJC). The EJC provides a mark that persists upon nuclear export and couples mRNA processing
to cytoplasmic events including translation, degradation, and localization of the mRNA. To fulfil its functions, the EJC has to
hold tightly onto different target RNAs. By crystallizing the entire four-protein complex together with RNA and ATP, Bono
et al. show how the ‘‘lock’’ onto the mRNA is achieved at the molecular level without resorting to sequence-dependent
interactions. Furthermore, comparison with a crystal structure of a two-protein subcomplex lacking the RNA provides
insights into the assembly and disassembly of the complex.
Throwing Protein Translocation into Reverse
PAGE 727
Protein secretion from eukaryotic cells begins with the translocation of polypeptides from the cytoplasm into the endoplas-
mic reticulum (ER), where lumenal chaperones and modifying enzymes convert the unfolded polypeptide to a functional
protein. Oyadomari et al. now report a mechanism for extraction and cytosolic degradation of polypeptides that fail to trans-
locate efficiently. This extraction is important to adapt cells to the stress of excess unfolded proteins in their ER—so-called
ER stress. These findings suggest that translocation, which normally proceeds efficiently, may be compromised by ER
stress and that dedicated machinery evolved to cope with this problem.Cell 126, August 25, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc. 627
ZOoming in on Tight Junctions
PAGE 741
Tight junctions (TJs) form an intricate seal between adjoining polarized epithelial cells, which is crucial for the diffusion bar-
rier allowing separation of different body compartments. Umeda et al. now examine the role of zonula occludens proteins
(ZO-1/ZO-2/ZO-3) in the formation of TJs. ZOs had been proposed to help organize the adhesion molecules claudins, but
their redundancy has made functional studies challenging. By creating epithelial cells deficient in all ZOs, the authors ob-
served a lack of claudin organization and a complete disruption of TJs. Surprisingly, however, the apico-basal polarity was
not disturbed. These cell lines thus clarify the role of ZOs in TJ formation and will be useful tools in further understanding the
relationship between TJs and cell polarity.
What Lies beneath the Threshold of Differentiation
PAGE 755
Blood cell progenitors exhibit mixed lineage patterns of gene expression which preview their developmental potentials.
Here, Laslo et al. demonstrate that this property is due to the action of lineage determining transcription factors functioning
at subthreshold levels. Increased expression of one of these primary determinants engages secondary counter-acting re-
pressors that function to resolve the mixed lineage program and specify a particular cell fate. Mathematical modeling is
used to test the dynamics of this network architecture, which may underlie cell fate choice in many systems.
Hippo Gets a Microhelper
PAGE 767
The Hippo signaling pathway, which acts upon the transcriptional activator Yorkie, is a potent
regulator of tissue growth in Drosophila. Components of this pathway in humans include known
oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes. The Hippo pathway controls growth by coordinately
driving cell proliferation and blocking cell death. Thompson and Cohen show that Yorkie directly
activates expression of the bantam microRNA, a known regulator of both proliferation and
apoptosis. Bantam is shown to be necessary and sufficient for mediating the effects of Yorkie.
This work suggests that microRNAs represent direct targets of signaling pathways and provide
critical links between the pathways and their biological effects.
Restoring Synaptic Function and Memory in AD
PAGE 775
The ubiquitin/proteasomal pathway has been implicated in the pathogenesis of sporadic
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Gong et al. now show that a component of the pathway, ubiquitin C-terminal hydrolase L1
(Uch-L1), is required for normal synaptic and cognitive function, and is impaired in a mouse model of AD. Elevation of
Uch-L1 activity is capable of restoring normal synaptic function and memory over time. This effect is associated with a res-
toration of the memory pathway including cAMP-dependent protein kinase and CREB phosphorylation. Thus, the develop-
ment of drugs boosting Uch-L1 function could be an attractive strategy against AD.
Nuclear Receptor Expression in 4D
PAGE 789 and 801
Nuclear receptor transcription factors govern diverse aspects of physiology and are
therapeutic targets for diseases. Although much is known about individual receptor
function, their ability to function as a group throughout the body or their contribution
to the circadian rhythms of nutrient and energy metabolism remains unexplored.
Bookout et al. survey the anatomical expression of all 49 mouse nuclear receptors
on a system-wide scale. The resulting data set reveals the existence of a hierarchical,
integrated network that by responding to endocrine and environmental cues, gov-
erns all of physiology. Yang et al. present a survey of the diurnal expression profiles
of all mouse nuclear receptors. The dynamic but coordinated changes in receptor
expression offer a logical explanation for known metabolic rhythms and may be crit-
ical in coupling the peripheral circadian clock to divergent metabolic outputs.Cell 126, August 25, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc. 629
